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some of us are blue,
Old man trouble

streak your hair with grey,
When you're feel'in'

hangs around, as often as he can,
And

kind a blue, and every thing goes wrong,
Don't

when he does, just buckle up and show him you're a man.
shed a tear, don't breathe a sigh, just sing this little song.
CHORUS

Cheer up and smile all the while.

Cheer up and smile it's the style.

Life is not just one bed of roses.

It's just ups and downs and supposes.

Cheer Up 4
All those dark clouds that you see
Are but a lock, you're the key,
So open up and smile,
It really is worth while To cheer up and

smile, smile, smile.

smile.
THE BIG RADIO AND VAUDEVILLE HIT
[REQUEST IT]

YOU FEEL GOOD
WHEN YOU MAKE SOMEONE FEEL BAD

WITH PIANO, TUNE "UKE" G C E A

CHORUS

You feel good when you make someone feel bad,
You're happiest when someone else is sad,
You bubble with joy when the other fellow's blue,
Don't complain the day it comes to you.
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